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1. Let O denote a bounded, simply connected domain in the

x, y-plane, and let £ be a closed set lying in O. If X(e) ^0 is a finite,

completely additive distribution of mass (of arbitrary sign) defined

for Borel sets e in E, then the couple (E, X) will be called a distribu-

tion (completely interior to D). If (Ei, Xj) is another distribution, com-

pletely interior to D, such that E and Ei are similar and such that

homologous parts of E and E\ have the same mass, then (E, X) and

(Ei, Xi) are said to be similar distributions. The distribution (E, X)

is said to be normal if and only if all its harmonic moments vanish,

that is, if and only if

(1) \  \ pn cos n6dK = °- \ \ pn sin n6dK = °'

» = 0, 1, 2, • • • .

Now let/(x, y) be a real function, continuous in O, and let (E0, X0)

be a distribution that is completely interior to O. Then f(x, y) and

(Eo, Xo) are said to be associated if, and only if,

(2) fff(x,y)d\ = 0

holds for each distribution (E, X) that is both similar to (Eo, X0) and

completely interior to D.

The interesting ideas contained in the preceding paragraphs are

due to Choquet and Deny [2]2 who determined classes of continuous

functions associated with distributions. One of their results is the

following one.

Theorem A [2, p. 131]. If f(x, y) is real and continuous in <D, if

(E, X) is a non-normal distribution completely interior to O, with p

the order of the first nonvanishing harmonic moment, and if f(x, y) and
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(£, X) are associated, then f(x, y) satisfies the differential equations

xp/(*. y)^ (- + *-)/(*, y) = o,
\dx ay/

(3) y
/d d\"

W(x, y) = (-- i-) A*, y) = o
\dx oy/

throughout O.

As Choquet and Deny remark, it follows from (3) that f(x, y) is a

polynomial of the form

p-2

/(*. y) = £ (*2 + y^'-'Ux, y) + *,_i(*, y),
»=0

where ips(x, y) is a homogeneous polynomial of degree 5, s = 0, 1, 2,

• • • , p — 2, and where typ-i(x, y) is an arbitrary polynomial of de-

gree at most p — 1.

In this n,ote we shall make use of Theorem A to obtain char-

acterization theorems for polynomial solutions of the equation

(4) Akf(x, y) = 0,

where k is an integer, k ̂  1. These new results are generalizations of

earlier results due to Beckenbach and Reade [l], Haskell [3], and

Poritsky [5].

2. We shall use mean-value functions of the form

L(f; x, y;r,<t>) = -r.—¡p J /({, r,)ds,
.   . ||£n||    J pn(i,v;r,«)

1

A(f;x,y;r,<t>)=Y-^ff f(£, r,)d£dr,.
\\Pn\\ J   J />„(*.i!'.*)

Here Pn(x, y;r,<j>) is the finite, closed region bounded by the regular

M-gon pn(x, y; r, (¡)) with center (x, y), inscribed circle of radius r,

"orientation" <j>, —ir/n<<l>^ir/n. \\pn\\=2nr tan (ir/n) is the length

of pn(x, y, r, 4>), and ||P„|| =«r2 tan (ir/w) is the area of Pn(x, y; r, <j>).

It is well known that the areal mean-value A(f; x, y; r, <¡>) is one

degree smoother than f(x, y) ; that is, if f(x, y) is superficially sum-

mable over V, then the areal mean-values are continuous where

they are defined, and if f(x, y) is of class Cv in <D, then the mean-

value functions are of class Cp+1 where defined.

We shall also make use of the following easily established identities.

If /, m, n are positive integers, then
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(6)
/I ^1 x/Bplemds = »5¡,Bri+1 |        «.«(»+*> Seci+2 Odd,

j>„(0,0;r,«) •/-»/«

where 5;,n = l if / is an integral multiple of », and ¿¡,„ = 0 otherwise.

A set of ¿ concentric and similarly oriented regular »-gons

P*(x, y; ri, <p), pn(x, y; r2, <p), ■ ■ ■ , pn(x, y; ln, <j>) will be called a

¿-tuple of polygons, and will be denoted by both {^B(x, y; rk, (p)}

and {P„(x, y; rk, <p)}.

If {^B(x, y; r*, <p)} is a ¿-tuple lying in £>, and if/(x, y) is sum-

mable on each pn(x, y; rs, <p), 5 = 1, 2, ■ • • , ¿, then the symbol

r 2      4 Ik—2    -i

det [/(/; x, y; r*, #) - f(x, y) rkrk ■ ■ ■ rk     J

will denote the determinant whose ¿th row appears within the

brackets. A similar definition is attached to the symbol

r 2      4 2ife—2 n

det [A(f; x, y; rk, <f>) - f(x, y)rkrk- ■ ■ rk    J.

Unless explicitly stated otherwise, » and ¿ will always denote fixed

integers, «2:3, ¿_1.

3. The following result is fundamental for this paper.

Lemma 1. If f(x, y) is superficially summable over O, if f(x, y) is

summable over each pn(x, y; r, <p) lying in O, and if

r 2    4 2k—2-.

(7) det [/(/; x, y; rk, <p) - f(x, y)rkrk ■ ■ ■ rk     J = 0

holds for each k-tuple {pn(x, y; rk, <p)} lying in €>, thenf(x, y) is a poly-

nomial of degree at most 2p — 2, satisfying (3); here p = n, if n is odd,

and p = hn, the smallest integral multiple of n for which 5n>2k — 2,

when « is even.

Proof. Under the present hypotheses, if we multiply the /th row of

the left-hand member of (7) by 2wr( tan (w/n), then integrate with

respect to rt, and then divide by nr2 tan (r/n), for / = 0, 1, • • • , k,

then we obtain

(8) det [A(f; x, y; rk, 0) - f(x, y) r\r\ ■ ■ ■ r^} = 0,

which must hold for all ¿-tuples {pn(x, y; rk, (p)} lying in D. If we

expand (8), then we find/(x, y) expressed as a linear combination of
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areal mean-value functions. The latter are one degree smoother than

f(x, y), where defined. Hence it follows by an induction that f(x, y)

has derivatives of all orders in £).

To show that f(x, y) is a polynomial satisfying an equation of the

form (3), we shall exhibit a non-normal distribution (£o, Xo), com-

pletely interior to D and associated with/(x, y). Then we shall ap-

peal to Theorem A. Without loss of generality, we may assume that

the origin is in D. Let {pn(0, 0; pk, 0)} denote a fixed ¿-tuple of

distinct w-gons lying in D. Then (7) holds for this ¿-tuple:

(9) det [L(f; 0, 0; Pk, 0) - /(0, 0) PkPk ■ ■ ■ Pk     ] = 0.

If we choose real constants mt proportional to the cofactors of the

L(f; 0, 0; p(, 0) -/(0, 0) in (9) such that

k

(10) Z>t-3l,
«-i

then

(11) £*»,[£(/; 0,0;p(,0)-/(0,0)] = 0

must hold. The distribution we shall use is now defined to consist of a

mass mt distributed uniformly on pn(0, 0; pt, 0), t = l, 2, • • • , ¿, and

of a mass ( — 1) at the origin, while the corresponding set £0 is de-

fined to be the smallest convex set containing the ¿-tuple. From (10)

and (11) it follows that the total mass is zero and

(12) f f f(x, y)d\0 = £«<[£(/; 0, 0; Pt, 0) - /(0, 0)] = 0.
J J E„ t=l

It follows from (7) and the way in which the constants mt were defined

that (2) holds for each distribution (£, X) which is similar to (£0, Xo)

and which lies completely interior to D, that is, (2) holds for each dis-

tribution (£, X) obtained by distributing the mass mt uniformly over

pn(x, y; rt, p), for each member of a ¿-tuple {pn(x, y; rk, <p)} that is

similar to the ¿-tuple {pn(0, 0; pk, 0)} and that lies in £>. Hence

(£o, Xo) is associated with/(x, y).

We shall now show that the distribution (£0, Xo) defined above is

not a normal one. To that end, we examine

Ç C 2   4 2Jfc- 2
PleMd\0 = det [L(Pleiie;0, 0; Pk, 0)PkPk ■ ■ ■ Pk     ],

J  J E„
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which, by (6), becomes

C  C r   J    2    4 2*—2   -,
(13) I  I    pleaed\o = nôi,nN(l, »)-det [pkPkPk ■ • • pk    ],

J J E„

where

(14) N(l, «) = K(l, «) + iM(l, n) =  f      eil> sec'+2 9dd.
J -r/n

We distinguish two cases, (a) « odd. It follows from the nature of the

determinant in (13), and from (14), that / = » is the order of the first

nonvanishing harmonic moment of (£0,Xo). Therefore, by Theorem A,

f(x, y) satisfies (3) with p = n. (b) « even. It follows from (13) and

(14) that the first nonvanishing harmonic moment of (£o,X0) is that

whose order is the first multiple of « that exceeds 2¿ —2, say on.

Hence/(x, y) satisfies (3) with p = 5n. This completes the proof.

Corollary 1. The conclusion of Lemma 1 is valid if (7) is replaced

by (8) in the hypothesis.

Proof. We merely retrace the steps that led from (7) to (8) in the

proof above.

We remark here that the order of the differential equation (3),

valid for the conclusion of Lemma 1, is not necessarily minimal; the

order is a function of the first nonvanishing harmonic moment of

distributions associated with f(x, y). It will follow from our later re-

sults that if we assume that ¿ is the smallest integer that will work in

(7), then the order p obtained in the lemma is actually minimal.

The following observation will be useful. If (7) holds for each ¿-

tuple {pn(x, y; rk, <p)} lying in D, then it follows that for each fixed

point (x, y) in D and for each fixed angle <p, —w/n<4>u^/n, the

mean-value functions L(f; x, y;r,<p),A(f;x, y; r,cp) are polynomials in

r2 of degree at most¿ —1; that is, there exist functions Ls(x, y;<p),

A„(x, y;<p), such that

&-i

/(/; x, y; r, <j>) = f(x, y) + 23 r2'L,(x, y; <p),

<is> ;::

A(f; x, y; r, <p) = f(x, y) + 23 r*'A.(x, y; <*>).
•—i

If f(x, y) satisfies (4) in D, then we say that/(x, y) is harmonic of

order k in O; if ¿ = 1, we say that/(x, y) is harmonic in D. If/(x, y)

is harmonic of order k in D, and if (x0, yo) is an arbitrary fixed point
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in *D, then it is known that there exist functions C7,(x, y), harmonic

in <D, such that [4, p. 13]

(16) f(x, y) = £ [(* - x0)2 +(y- yo)2]G,(x, y)
«=o

holds within the largest star-like domain with "center" (xo, yo) lying

in D. If we expand each Gs(x, y) in a Fourier series about (x0, yo),

then we obtain

f(x, y) = f(x0 + p cos 6, yo + p sin 0)

(17) k~1

= £ p2,£p'(a.,< COS/Ô + 6.,« sin ¿9).
«-0 1-0

This latter result leads to the following lemma.

Lemma 2. If f(x, y) is superficially summable over D, if f(x, y) is

summable over each pn(x, y; r, <p) lying in *D, and if (7) (or (8)) holds

for each k-tuple {pn(x, y; rk, <p)} lying in D, thenf(x, y) is harmonic of

order k in D.

Proof. First suppose that « is even. Under the present hypothesis,

it follows from Lemma 1 that f(x, y) is a polynomial of degree at

most 25« — 2, satisfying

(18) \s»f(x, y) = 0,       X5»/(x, y) = 0

throughout <D. It follows from (18) that ASnf(x, y) =0 throughout

D, so that/(x, y) is harmonic of order On in D.

Now let (xo, yo) be an arbitrary fixed point in <D. Then there exist

functions Gi(x, y), ■ ■ ■ , G¡n-i(x, y), harmonic in D, whose Fourier

expansions about (x0, yo) lead to the following analogue of (17):

(19) f(x, y) =  £   £p2»+'(a.,t cos td + b,,t sin td),
,=0   t=o

which must hold in a neighborhood of (x0, yo). Then a direct com-

putation in which we make use of (6) and (14) yields

L(f; xo, yo; r, <t>)

(20) » *ç*   -
=-   ¿_i   £ r2a+n'K(nt, n)(a,,nt cos nt<f> + b,,nt sin nUp).

tan (ir/w)    «=o   «-o

It now follows from (15) and the present hypotheses that the coeffi-

cient of r2* in (20) must vanish :

(21) K(0, »)a*,o + {cos nUp, sin nUf>] = 0,
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where the braces indicate a linear expression in cos n<p, sin n<p,

cos 2n<t>, sin 2wp, • ■ ■. But K(0, ») 5^0 and (21) holds for all cp, —w/n

<<p^ir/n. Hence it follows by the usual Fourier analysis that (21)

implies ak,o = 0. But it is easily verified that

1     1 1
ak,o = Gk(xo, yo) = ~~  (¿+1)!AV(X°* yo)-

Hence A*/(xo, yo) =0 at the arbitrary point (xo, yo) in D, and there-

fore throughout O. Hence/(x, y) is harmonic of order k in £>.

If » is an odd integer, then a similar analysis would yield the other

part of the lemma.

Theorem 1. If f(x, y) is superficially summable over <D, and if f(x, y)

is summable over each pn(x, y;r,q>) in O, then a necessary and sufficient

condition that (7) hold for each k-tuple {^B(x, y; rk, tp)} lying in V is

that f(x, y) be a polynomial, harmonic of order ¿, having one of the

following representations.

(a) » even:

(22) f(x, y) = ¿ (x2 + y2)^H.,Sn-.(x, y).
«-i

(b) » odd:

(23) f(x, y) =m £    (x, + y^iHtn_¿x< y).
s=l

Here H,j (x, y) denotes a harmonic polynomial of degree at most j.

Necessity. First suppose that « is even. It follows from Lemma 2

that/(x, y) can be represented in the form (16), with p = 8n, about

the arbitrary, fixed point (x0, yo) in D. If we write

00

(24) G,(x, y) = 23 k,<(z - so)' + ä,,t(z - z„)!],     0 = s < ¿ - 1,
(=0

where z — z0 = (x — xo)+i(y—yo), and where the bar denotes the com-

plex conjugate, then (16) and Lemma 2 yield

k— 1 /    p oo \

f(x, y) = 23 (z - ZoW 23 «..p-Cz - zo)"-" + 23 äp,t(z - zo)^l\
(25) ?=0 U=°
v    y » t-i _

+ 23 (z - Zo)p23 a.,p-.(z - zo)^*.
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Now by Lemma l,/(x, y) satisfies (18) in <D. Hence it follows that

the coefficient of zp in (25) must vanish identically for all p^hn;

that is,

*-i _
(26) £ «„.„-„(z - zo)p-" = 0, p ^ 5».

«-o

Since (26) holds in a disc about zo, it follows that

(27) a„,j,_. = 0, 0 ^ s ^ k - 1, p ^ Sn,

must hold.

From (23) and (25) and (27) it follows that/(x, y) has the repre-

sentation

fc—1 Sn—s—I

,-os      f(x> y) = £ (z - Zo)«(z - Zo)'    £     [a,,t(z - Zo)'
(28) ,=o <=o

+ OL,,t(z — Zo)1]

about the arbitrary point (x0, yo). The representation (22) now fol-

lows.

If » is odd, then a similar discussion yields (23).

Sufficiency. First suppose that « is even. If f(x, y) has the repre-

sentation (22), then/(x, y) is both harmonic of order k in O and satis-

fies (18) in D. Hence, as we have shown in the first part of the proof

of this theorem, f(x, y) has the representation (28) about the arbi-

trary, fixed point (x0, yo). Now it is an easy matter to show that (7)

holds for each ¿-tuple \pn(xo, yo; rk, (¡>)} centered at (x0, yo) ; we make

use of (6) to do that. The conclusion of the lemma now follows.

If » is an odd integer, n¿t3, we need but proceed as in the case for

even ». This completes the proof.

Corollary. The conclusion of Theorem 1 is valid if (8) replaces (7)

in the hypothesis.

It is interesting to note that for ¿ = 1, Theorem 1 reduces to a

known characterization of harmonic polynomials [l, p. 236, p. 238].

If ¿ = 2, then Theorem 1 overlaps a result announced by Haskell

[3]. Indeed, for ¿ = 2, (7) becomes

(29)
L(f; x, y; ru <p) - f(x, y)    n

L(J; x, y; r2, <p) - f(x, y)    r2
= 0.

A judicious integration of the left-hand member of (29), with respect

to r2, yields
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L(f; x, y; ru <p) - f(x, y)      n

A(f;x,y;ri,<p)-f(x,y)     A/2

and, consequently,

(30) f(x, y) = 2A(f; x, y; ru <p) - L(f; x, y; n, *).

From Theorem 1 and (30) it follows that a necessary and sufficient

condition that/(x, y), continuous in O, be a biharmonic polynomial

of degree at most » is that (30) hold for each pn(x, y; fi, <p) lying in D.

It is this result that is similar to a theorem obtained by Haskell.

If we allow n—>°° in (7), or (8), while k is kept fixed, then we ob-

tain characterizations of functions harmonic of order k in V; these

characterizations are contained in some results obtained by Poritsky

[S], as well as by Choquet and Deny [2]. These latter should be com-

pared with known results in the theory of functions harmonic of

order ¿, Â=T; see Nicolesco Í4].
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